MEMORANDUM FOR: SEE BELOW

FROM: Richard A. Clarke (CLARKER)

SUBJECT: SATURDAY MORNING NOTES FOR SRB

1. Jamaica: You should meet with the Jamaican ambassador today and hand him the President's letter. State is trying to arrange.

2. PM Major: We need POTUS to make the call, even if its from the airplane over Indianapolis.

3. Rwanda: We delayed a vote in the UNSC on a new PKO, but they will want to vote on Monday. Two big problems: a) the consensus in the UNSC is for a Somalia-styled operation, not the limited one we favor; and b) we now by law need to tell the Congress five days in advance of such a vote or invoke a Presidential waiver. We're doing two things:

   -- sending a team to the UN Monday to brief our concept again and elaborate the problems with theirs; and

   -- OMB and OSD have asked for a DC meeting, pursuant to PDD-25. We've penciled in an SVTS at 4:30 Monday for 30 minutes, but that may be too late in the day.

4. Drugs: The lawyers group that we needed to have prior to any decision or DC met on Friday. Opinion was firm from all agencies that both US and international law prohibited shoot downs and there were no exceptions. Thus, I think our only choice is to ask Peru and Colombia to agree not to use our info for shootdowns. I'll try to sell that. If I can't, you should call Strobe. This one will not benefit from a DC.
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